Featured Media Hits

Wellsboro Gazette – Bird’s eye view of drilling fields
http://files.skytruth.org/SkyTruth 6-6-12 article.pdf
Interview with Paul Woods, discusses SkyTruth and Downstream Project’s trip to North-Central PA for an overflight and water quality monitoring

Global Post – Brazilians discover oil’s a mixed blessing
Mentions SkyTruth’s challenge of Chevron’s estimate of their oil spill in Campos Basin

Print News/Web Sites

6/4/2012
Summit County Citizens Voice – Feds plan test of Gulf oil spill containment gear
Features image by SkyTruth and a link to the SkyTruth blog

6/7/2012
Wellsboro Gazette – Bird’s eye view of drilling fields
http://files.skytruth.org/SkyTruth 6-6-12 article.pdf
Interview with Paul Woods, discusses SkyTruth and Downstream Project’s trip to North-Central PA for an overflight and water quality monitoring

6/14/2012
Some of SkyTruth’s work is featured in this show

6/15/2012
EcoWatch – Tracking Fracking: The Sky’s the Limit
http://ecowatch.org/2012/tracking-fracking-the-skys-the-limit/
Blog written by Amy Mathews Amos

6/18/2012
Frack Check WV – About “SkyTruth” in WV, PA and Elsewhere
http://www.frackcheckwv.net/2012/06/18/about-%E2%80%9CSkytruth%E2%80%9D/
Repost of Amy’s EcoWatch article of 6/15
Amy Mathews Amos – Caught in the Act
http://amymathewsamos.com/2012/06/18/caught-in-the-act/
Features a link to Amy’s EcoWatch article of 6/15

6/19/2012
ENews Park Forest - Senate Hearing: EPA Fracking Air Protections Are Common Sense
Features image by SkyTruth

6/22/2012
gCaptain – Bilge Dump CSI: AIS Helps ID Vessel Responsible for Oil Slick Off Angola
http://gcaptain.com/bilge-dump-csi-skytruth-ids/
Features discussion about, images from and links to SkyTruth’s blog of 6/22 on bilge dumping

6/25/2012
Global Post – Brazilians discover oil’s a mixed blessing
Mentions SkyTruth’s challenge of Chevron’s estimate of their oil spill in Campos Basin

6/27/2012
Alaska Dispatch - Brazil awakens to offshore oils mixed blessings
Repost of Global Posts article of 6/25

Vimeo – SkyTruth’s Videos on Vimeo
http://vimeo.com/skytruth/videos
Links to all SkyTruth videos uploaded to Vimeo

6/28/2012
Business Insider - Colorado Wildfires Are Burning Near Natural Gas Wells
Repost of SkyTruth’s blog of 6/28

6/29/2012
Business Insider – EXCLUSIVE: Frackers Disclose Only 43% Of The Chemicals They Pump Into The Ground
Report of SkyTruth’s blog of 6/28
**Revmodo – Fracking and Mystery Chemicals**

http://revmodo.com/2012/06/29/fracking-and-mystery-chemicals/

Discusses SkyTruth’s Frack Family video and the analysis the interns did. Links to SkyTruth’s blog of 5/29

**Blogs**

**6/7/2012**

The Downstream Project - Downstream Takes to the Air over Frack Country with SkyTruth and LightHawk

http://www.thedownstreamproject.org/2012/06/05/downstream-takes-to-the-air-with-skytruth-and-lighthawk-over-frack-country/

Discusses SkyTruth and Downstream Project’s trip to North-Central PA for an overflight and water quality monitoring